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Skill Development: Putting  
Game: ‘Roll & Putt’ 
 
Session Objective 
Understanding concept of basic distance control through use of TGfU (Teaching Games for 
Understanding) 
 
Set Up 
This can be played as a team game (2, 3 or 4 players per team) so you will need to set up as 
many stations as you require.  A station is simply the start point (cone).  Place a putter beside 
each cone (ready for the second shot). To complete set up nominate a target for each station; 
this can be a hoop, cone or hole.   Mark a safe zone behind each station that the team will 
line up behind.    
Consider other safety issues. 
 

 
                       
              

         
 
 
 
                        
      
 
Activity (How to play) 
The first player in each team begins by first rolling the ball as close as they can to the target; 
this is the ‘Roll’ portion of the game.  They then pick the club up from its location (laying 
beside the start cone) and walk up to their ball to complete the putting portion of the game.  
The competition is to see how many balls your team can get in the hole in an allotted time or 
simply the first team to fill their hole up.  
 
Can you see? 

 The players rolling the ball from a low start position (like lawn bowls) 

 Still lower body and head 

 Correct aim when putting 

 Small swing when putting; arm and shoulder based swing 

 Competiveness and enjoyment 
 
You could ask… (Questions to promote player problem solving) 

 How far back does the arm swing need to be to get the ball close to the target? 

 When putting where should the club be aimed / pointed? 

 How far should the putter be swung back and through for a short put? 

 If the target is moved further away how will you increase the distance the ball will 
travel? 

 
Variations (Possible progressions / modifications) 
 
Easier  

 Start (or bring if all ready playing) the cones closer to the players to increase level of 
success 

 Instead of the hole play to a larger target (cone, hoop or number cones in a circle) 
 
Harder  

 Place starting cones further from the target   

 Reduce the target size 


